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Review Highlights

“I was a bit skeptical when my gynecologists sent me to Park Med for a D&C but I
was pleasantly surprised.” in 3 reviews

“I was kind of surprised that my ob/gyn sent me to an abortion clinic to treat my
missed miscarriage but as it turned out, these are the folks that do it best.” in 2
reviews

“There were no women screaming and blood everywhere and there wasn't a waiting
room full of hookers screaming and cursing.” in 6 reviews

About the Business

FREE Pregnancy Testing. FREE Followup Appointment, Abortion up to 24 weeks from gestation
ParkMed NYC is located in NYC, an abortion clinic near and accessible to most New Yorkers.
Parkmed was founded in 1971 as a women's health facility. A full staff of gynecologists, anesth…
Read more

Location & Hours

800 2nd Ave
Ste 605
New York, NY 10017

Get directions

Mon 7:30 am - 8:00 pm
Tue 7:00 am - 8:00 pm
Wed 7:00 am - 8:00 pm
Thu 7:00 am - 8:00 pm Open now
Fri 7:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sat 7:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sun 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Edit business info

Details

Add photos

 For immediate appointments, call
or book online

Contact Us

parkmed.com

(646) 898-2160

Get Directions
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b/t 42nd St & 43rd St
Midtown East, Murray Hill

Amenities

Accepts Credit Cards Yes Accepts Insurance Yes

Gender Neutral Restrooms Yes

Ask the Community

Got a question about Parkmed? Ask the Yelp community!

Ask a Question

See 1 question for Parkmed

Recommended Reviews

Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn
more. ×

Search within reviews

Start your review of Parkmed.

Shauna W.
West Babylon, NY

33 friends
4 reviews

2/7/2020

I would like to say that I loved my experience. Just the long
Wait was the worst part I was a two day my first I was there 9
hours my second day 6 so it varies . But  waking up from the
surgery is hard also.  but I loved how caring they are and also
meeting some very sweet nice people who were going through
the same thing as me . I wasn't alone . It meant the world to me
.  But just prepared to wait a while if you do come here bring a
book or listen to there exotic music lol but . I wish  you all a
happy , safe journey

Useful Funny Cool

Bobby P.
Manhattan, NY

14 friends
25 reviews
17 photos

1/1/2020

This is not the type of place, where you have many choices.  Ot
could be the only place, where your insurance sends you .  It
could have been a recommendation.  For the most part, women
are here , 4 one reason.  And, there should be no judgement.
 The front desk staff is lovely.  The Phlelobotomist  dept is also
genuine. Most of the nurses in the back also appear to be
caring.  Some of the other staff, may call you sweetie and
honey, but it's so fake. I don't want to get into specifics, but if
you have a choice, do not-come here.  Once you do, they have
a medical profile on you, and you wouldn't want to read it. 

The wait time is un excusable.   If you only have one sonogram
technician, hire a PT person to help with the patient numbers.
 If your patients, are having a hard  time dealing with, their wait
time, you should be understanding. You shouldn't say, they are
being inpatient.  Most of your patients are waiting atleast 7
hours.  Its a very tense situation for most women .  It may be
physical uncomfortable as well.  Your chairs do nothing, but
cause back pain.  There is almost zero reading material .  If you

Sort by Yelp Sort
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have a choice, go somewhere else.  I only thank The front desk
staff, and the phlebotomist.  feel gross judgment from everyone
else .  You are not their sweetie or anything else

Useful Funny Cool

Riley S.
Montclair, NJ

27 friends
16 reviews
1 photo

10/4/2019

Never in my life have I been so uninformed about medical
procedures. I waited in the office for 7 hours before anyone told
me I'd be going under anesthesia that day. 

They blew out 7 of my veins trying to start an IV-Did not explain
the procedure to me at all-I came out completely covered in
medical tape that was put there for absolutely no reason-The
anesthesiologist hit me in the eye with the wrapper for the IV
needle before surgery and said nothing. 

The post-op nurses are the best of the best. 

Probably better than most places. Even still, fuck this shit.

Useful 1 Funny Cool

Arian M.
Staten Island, NY

817 friends
85 reviews
46 photos

1/28/2020

Not sure why there aren't more 5 star reviews...  The office is
clean. They took my appointment same day. They follow up
quickly. The absolute best thing about this office however is the
staff. They are kind, compassionate, efficient and through. I am
a healthcare professional so I have a deep respect for what
they do here daily. I am not usually on the patient side but when
I need to be this is the kind of office I want to find myself in.
Thank you to everyone who has been so awesome at Park
Med!

Useful 1 Funny Cool 1

Laura K.
Stamford, CT

0 friends
16 reviews

10/30/2019

Everyone is nice but, you've to fast before the procedure . But
there's no point because it takes 8 hours for them to see you
anyways. Don't come here it's just not worth the wait. You can
get nice service and way faster service anywhere else. Don't
overbook and maybe you can expedite the process. They're
obviously about the money.
Worst part their seats are super uncomfortable and you've to sit
there forever. The biggest waste of my time. I don't even know
why I'm giving 2 stars.

Useful 1 Funny 2 Cool

Comment from Parkmed N. of Parkmed
Business Manager

Read more

Jeannette U.
Manhattan, NY

41 friends
6 reviews

12/27/2019

6 hours to be seen and get treated horribly. They are not
discreet at all and discuss everything in front of the whole
waiting area. The worst!

Useful Funny Cool

Weiwei Z.
New York, NY

5/9/2019

11/1/2019 • Dear Laura K,
Parkmed NYC appreciates any and all feedback, positive…
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6 friends
4 reviews
1 photo

Worst doctor office in my 10+ years living in NYC. I am still
pissed as I am back home, so I decide to write a review. 

I went in and filled out the form, left SSN blank. As a
background, I am a lawyer, I was educated that for your own
benefit, just don't give out SSN easily, nobody has right to
obtain your SSN, unless government, such as IRS. So I had
been to numerous doctors, never gave out my SSN, even at
emergency room, no problem at all.

But today, here, at this office, the front desk told me "no, we
need your SSN to go through insurance", which is not true at
all. I explained. The front desk then talked on a loudspeaker to
ask for a supervisor/billing/security or sth, treated me like I am
a person did not pay them. Seriously?! I don't want to be at that
office for even one more second. I left without seeing the
doctor. How good or bad the doctor is does not matter at this
point.

Useful 14 Funny 2 Cool 2

Brenda L.
Manhattan Valley,
Manhattan, NY

75 friends
22 reviews
10 photos

5/28/2019

I was iffy about this place because of the reviews, but staff was
nice ... they were ok no attitude. The nurses after the procedure
were a lot nicer and made you feel comfortable. I just really
hated that my appointment was for 8:40 AM and my procedure
didn't start until a little after 12 Pm. Completely unacceptable.
Soooo yeah expect to be here allllll day.

Useful 7 Funny Cool 2

Chanell R.
Bedford Park, Bronx,
NY

13 friends
2 reviews

5/29/2019

Not only are they slow, they have no organization or
consideration for someone's time. They are very nonchalant
and can careless about you. I did a termination procedure May
15th and went in for my follow up May 29th (two weeks later) to
find out i have to do the procedure again on June 4th because
they left pieces behind. Smfh. How the hell do you make that
mistake???!!! These guys suck!!! Very unprofessional and
incompetent individuals in Parkmed!!! I would give them NO
STARS if i could...

Useful 7 Funny Cool

Amber C.
Staten Island, NY

3 friends
23 reviews

4/17/2019

This was the worst experience. I waited over 2 hours to even
start my procedure. It took 3 1/2 hours before I left. It took so
long it forced the person escorting me to leave. I would never
go here again.

Useful 6 Funny Cool

Sha K.
SOUTH RICHMOND
HILL, NY

285 friends
20 reviews

10/3/2019

Procedure times and wait times don't even add up! This place
is a butcher shop and have no care for their patients. 6hrs
waiting for a 5 min procedure?!

Useful 2 Funny Cool

Comment from Parkmed N. of Parkmed
Business Manager

Read more

11/1/2019 • Dear Sha K., 
Thank you for your review.  We take all feedback seriousl…
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Shiara G.
Bronx, NY

0 friends
7 reviews

1/28/2019

I was appalled to undersatnd that the front end is extremely
unprofessional. I asked to speak with a nurse or medical staff
member and requested the names of my Dr. or Nurse on a
previous visit. The front desk clerk, Daris, was rude and cold,
refused to give me accurate information and decided it was ok
to hang up on me when I requested the spelling of her name. I
called back requested her name again and I decided to take a
better approach and write an email describungbher behavior
instead. My prior visit was excellent I love the medical staff, the
front end staff is a problem.

Useful 7 Funny Cool

Blaire B.
BAYSIDE, NY

3 friends
49 reviews
5 photos

2/9/2019

Park med saved my life. At 24 weeks pregnant, I had just
received confirmation about a blood disorder that my unborn
baby had inherited. This disorder would cause the baby to die
in utero or shortly after birth. If I chose to carry full term, I'd be
at risk, too. We had to make the hardest decision of our lives. 

My NJ care doctors referred me to go down to a clinic in Cherry
Hill, NJ since I was past the 24 week mark for NY abortion.
They said this was a clinic that goes up to 25.5 weeks. With no
choice, we drove 1.5 hours to the clinic. When I arrived, I was
horrified at how run down the clinic looked and how many
women were there.I waited 3 hours to be called in for an
ultrasound and finger prick, and was turned away from the
clinic because my hemoglobin levels were low and because of
the fetal anomaly. They did not feel confident operating on me. 

At that point, I felt so hopeless.During our 1.5 hours drive back
home, I kept googling and calling abortion clinics nearby and
person after person, I was turned away due to how late I was in
my pregnancy. I decided to call the national abortion Federation
and explained to them that I was 24 weeks along with fetal
anomaly, they gave me 2 places to call, one of which was Park
Med and the other in Boulder, CO. Of course, I call Park Med
first and had a lengthy convo with the receptionist explaining to
her that I had just been turned away from an abortion. She was
very nice and patient with me and asked if I could come in that
day. I said sure but also stressed to her that I was 24ish week
pregnant, she assured me that park med performs abortions up
to 26 weeks. I felt immediate relief at that moment. I just
wonder why my NJ care doctors did not tell me about park med
in the first place. I went in same day, got my blood drawn and
got an ultrasound, spoke with the doctor and told him about my
horrible experience at Cherry Hill. I had to go back the next
morning, praying that my hemoglobin levels were okay enough
for the procedure. Thank god it was. I can't stress how
important it is to find a medical staff that gives you world class
service when you're going through the worst thing in life. The
doctors and nurses at park med really turned this traumatic
experience into a peaceful one for me. I feel so blessed to have
been referred here by the NAF, or else I would have ended up
in Boulder,CO. Thank you Park Med for saving my life and
thank you to the entire medical team for your kindness!

Useful 4 Funny Cool 2

Brandy W.
Bronx, NY

88 friends
45 reviews
12 photos

1/11/2019

This clinic has thw longest wait ever. Please seek other clinics
in the area. This clinic get way too crowded. Does not offer
enough comfortablity for decision making, in other words no
warmth

Useful 2 Funny Cool

Katt C.
Manhattan, New York,
NY

5/6/2019
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71 friends
4 reviews

They take sooooo long to start your producer. Not everyone is
welcome and friendly check other places around the area trust
me there are better ones

Useful 5 Funny Cool

Taina G.
Brooklyn, NY

29 friends
2 reviews

4/22/2019

Extremely unprofessional. I called to make an appt and the
receptionist sounded like she was still sleeping and was
rushing to get me off the phone

Useful 3 Funny Cool

Jas P.
Bronx, New York, NY

0 friends
4 reviews

3/10/2019

This is a clean place for the most part, and that's about it. I feel
like they lack discretion. Discussing financials and the process
of what's going to happen out in the open in the waiting room is
unprofessional. Like why do 50 other people have to know what
I'm there for? You make an appointment just to be sitting there
for hours so they can crank up the price for their services. My
opinion there's better places to go to.

Useful 4 Funny Cool 1

Ele G.
Brooklyn, NY

0 friends
7 reviews
2 photos

1/23/2019

This place is horrible, as mentioned in previous reviews . In my
experience not, they we're andvertised on zocdoc as if it's a
regular OB GYN, that could not be further from the truth . It's a
clinic, they treat you like it's a clinic , the atmosphere feels like a
clinic, it's just sub-par service , a lot of back and forth with the
front desk , overcharged co pays , long waits and awful
customer service . This is a Clinic, advertise yourself as such ,
so that patients coming in for regular OV GYN check ups are
not mislead and waisting there time.

Useful 7 Funny Cool

Morgan L.
Manhattan, New York,
NY

0 friends
1 review

11/27/2018

This place is horrible. Doctor made my issue worse. I tried to
call to follow up with additional problems. Receptionist had my
only hold for 45 + mins to just hang up on me MULTIPLE
TIMES. I had to go to ER since I couldn't get ahold of doctor.

Useful 4 Funny Cool 1

Elyse B.
West Haven, CT

22 friends
38 reviews

7/11/2017 • Updated review

Terrible billing-my service was supposed to have been covered,
then about a year later $3000 showed up as a collections from
them on my credit report. I have been calling on and off for
about a year now to try to have this issue resolved and they are
extremely unhelpful-seems very fishy to me. I love the blurb on
their website about how much they care about their patients
and that you won't receive an unexpected bill. 

You have to do what you have to do but I strongly advise asking
a lot of questions ahead of time to be very clear about their
procedure and what you can expect to pay, especially now that
insurance seems to be covering less and less.

Useful 4 Funny Cool 1

3/9/2014 • Previous review
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